Dear Friend of ENLACE:
At the ENLACE Gala we had a wonderful time
celebrating the launch of our new program, ENLACE
Nepal. Over 90 people attended and the wonderful
band, The Hollybells, donated their time and talents
to provide beautiful music. Scarves and bracelets
direct from Nepal, along with delicious cuisine, made
the night a festive success.

We saw an incredible, eye-opening video (available at
www.enlacenepal.org) that described the struggles in
Nepal and the strong similarities to the situation ENLACE
encountered over twenty years ago in El Salvador:
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During the evening, we asked for help to “Go the
Distance” from El Salvador to Nepal. We are so
overjoyed to report that we met our ﬁrst fundraising
goal of $100,000 in gifts and pledges. A huge
THANK YOU to those who gave leading up to and
including the gala night! We are so grateful to you
and appreciate our continued partnership!
Gala guests of honor, Tina Pun Magar and Sam
Joy Shahu, ENLACE’s Nepali program directors,
told us about the challenges that Nepal faces and
shared the vision they hope to see incarnated
among Christian leaders as they serve the poorest
populations in their country.
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Executive Director, Ron Bueno noted that even though
the challenges may seem insurmountable, real
solutions are absolutely possible. “We know that
through deep commitment, a clear strategy and God’s
leading, we can provide eﬀective solutions to people in
extremely impoverished situations.”
A network of churches in El Salvador working with
ENLACE is currently serving 20% of their poorest
populations, measurably saving and improving their
lives every day. We will continue this good work in
El Salvador with a vision of reaching 25% by 2020.

The launch of ENLACE Nepal will expand our commitment to the world’s poorest.
With YOUR help we know we will report breathtaking success in Nepal in the years to come!
Donating to ENLACE is an effective way to express YOUR commitment to saving
and improving the lives of the world’s poorest!
Send your tax-deductible donation with the enclosed materials
or make an online tax-deductible donation at enlace.link.

GoTheDistance!

